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Introduction
UserGate Web Filter is specialized software for monitoring and controlling Internet
use on all devices on a local network, regardless of device type or operating system.
The program offers a safe way to access the World Wide Web and minimize nonproductive web surfing by employees. Two types of traffic filtering are available in the
product:
 Filtering of user DNS requests
 Filtering of HTTP traffic
UserGate WebFilter Appliance offers additional filtering types:
 Filtering of HTTPS traffic
DNS filtering allows you to filter sites based on filtration categories (Entensys URL
Filtering 2.0) and based on white lists/black lists of forbidden hosts. If a particular site
is blocked by DNS filtering, the user can be redirected to another website with a
warning that the user is attempting to access a forbidden resource.
HTTP filtering offers more filtration mechanisms and can restrict access to sites in
their entirety or just to certain parts of them. HTTP filtration methods include:
 Filtering by site category (Entensys URL Filtering 2.0)
 Filtering by morphological analysis
 Filtering by Safe Search
 Filtering of contextual advertising
 Filtering of downloads by type
 Filtering by regular expressions
 Filtering of sites or parts of sites by white lists/black lists
 Scanning Internet content for viruses
In addition, the program can work as part of a distributed robust network that
distributes loads between network nodes for greater scalability. For more information
on distributing network loads and how to integrate the software into different types of
networks, consult the special section at the end of this guide.
UserGate Web Filter can also act as an ICAP server for any hardware that supports
ICAP filtering.
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Filtering methods
Blocking sites with Entenys URL Filtering 2.0
UserGate Web Filter uses a large database with descriptions of websites,
categorized into over 70 categories for ease of management. Over 500 million URLs
are listed in the database, with more entries added regularly:
 The list of URLs is updated daily.
 Existing URL entries are re-checked for possible changes in content and/or
category.
The administrator can control access to such categories as pornography, malicious
sites, online gambling, gaming and entertainment sites, social networks, and much
more.

Morphological analysis
The program can analyze websites for key words and phrases. This filtering
technique allows controlling access to certain site sections without blocking entire
sites at the category or domain level. This kind of filtering is particularly useful on
social networks, forums, and other portals with a large share of user-generated
content (“Web 2.0”).
It is possible to subscribe to dictionary updates including the list of materials banned
by the Ministry of Justice of the Russian Federation and word sets on “Suicide”,
“Terrorism”, “Pornography”, “Bad Words”, and “Drugs”. Dictionaries are available in
English, German, and Russian.
Administrators at large organizations can also create their own dictionaries and
centrally control them on UserGate Web Filter filtration servers within the
organization.

Safe search
The product allows for forcing use of “safe search” on popular search engines
(Google, Yahoo, Bing, Rambler, Yandex) as well as on YouTube. Safe search blocks
unwanted content by using the tools provided by the search engines themselves,
which is highly effective, for example, when filtering results for image or video
searches.

White lists and black lists
UserGate Web Filter supports white lists and black lists. Access to sites in these lists
is granted/blocked regardless of other product settings.
Administrators at large organizations can also create their own white lists/black lists
and centrally control them on UserGate Web Filter filtration servers within the
organization.

Blocking banners and pop-ups
Pop-ups are becoming an ever-greater hassle for web users. All too often, a link
www.entensys.com
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behind an "insistent" picture is clicked accidentally, not by the user's intent. UserGate
Web Filter blocks pop-ups, including ones loaded form other sites.
Obnoxious banners are the bane of a web surfer's existence. Even safe sites can
force users to encounter pornographic images, such as in side page banners.
UserGate Web Filter solves this problem as well, by cutting out banners.

Filtering by regular expressions
UserGate Web Filter can scan web pages for phrases that fit regular expressions
specified in the program settings. Both the user query and web server response are
scanned. This allows effectively filtering user requests on search engines, image
search, and sites that are not classified as forbidden based on general criteria but
contain content that is harmful for children.

Blocking downloads
The product allows blocking downloads of a wide range of file types. Blocking is
based on a file's MIME type: to block a certain file type, enter the MIME type for the
file in the product console and apply download blocking to selected users or user
groups.

Filtering HTTPS
UserGate Web Filter Appliance allows filtering of HTTPS content. It uses well known
man-in the-middle (MITM) technology, when the content is decrypted on the server
and then filtered with the HTTP filtration rules.

Virus scanning
The product allows scanning all Internet traffic for viruses. Product uses Avira
Antivirus engine for scanning. To activate virus scanning additional license is
required.
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Implementation options
UserGate Web Filter
UserGate Web Filter is available as software requiring independent installation on a
server that meets the product's technical requirements.

UserGate Web Filter Appliance
UserGate Web Filter Appliance is an integrated solution in hardware and software
based on UserGate Web Filter. The Appliance can be used in Quick Start mode:
 connect devices;
 configure IP addresses;
 start use.
Details about configuration and use of UserGate Web Filter Appliance are given in
the corresponding chapter of this guide.

UserGate Web Filter Virtual Appliance
UserGate Web Filter Virtual Appliance is a special disk image for deploying UserGate
Web Filter Appliance on a virtual machine.
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How it works
Overall scheme
UserGate Web Filter can filter at the level of DNS and HTTP requests. When filtering
DNS requests, UserGate Web Filter emulates a DNS server with broad filtering
functionality. For filtering web traffic, UserGate Web Filter functions as an ICAP
server that takes requests from an ICAP client for filtering. A Squid proxy server,
Microsoft ISA Server, Microsoft TMG, Cisco and Juniper equipment, and other
products that support the ICAP protocol can be used as ICAP clients. Here is a broad
outline of how UserGate Web Filter is set up.

Filtering of DNS requests
1. The client computer sends a DNS request to the DNS filtering module of
UserGate Web Filter.
2. UserGate Web Filter processes the request according to the filtering rules that
have been configured. It then returns one of the following to the user: the IP
address of the host of the requested site (if the filtering policy allows viewing
the site) or the IP address of the block page (if the filtering policy forbids
accessing the site).

Filtering of HTTP requests
1. A client computer sends an HTTP request to a proxy server that serves as an
ICAP client for UserGate Web Filter.
2. The proxy server sends the user request for analysis by the ICAP server built
into UserGate Web Filter.
3. The ICAP server analyzes the request. If the request is allowed by the filtering
policy, the ICAP server allows the proxy server to load the content.
www.entensys.com
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4. The proxy server loads the content from the Internet and sends it to the ICAP
server for analysis.
5. The ICAP server analyzes the content. If the content is allowed by the filtering
policy, the ICAP server allows the proxy server to send the content to the
client.
6. The proxy server sends the content to the client.

Order of user request processing
Processing of requests from users will be affected by black lists and white lists (at the
global, group, subgroup, and user levels) as well as filtering rules at each level. The
order of processing of DNS requests is similar to filtering of HTTP requests, with the
following exceptions:
 Different conditions are used in the rules for filtering DNS and filtering HTTP.
 Ad block and safe search options are available for HTTP filtering. Both of
these filters are applied after all remaining rules are applied.
A flowchart of request processing is given below. The flowchart assumes that the
user User1 is included in SubGroup1, which itself is part of Group1. Black lists, white
lists, and filtering rules are applied to each level, as shown in the table below:
Level

Black list

White list

Applied rules

Level Group1

Group1 Black List

Group1 White List

Group1 Rule1
Group1 Rule2

Level SubGroup1

SubGroup1 Black
List

SubGroup1 Black
List

SubGroup1 Rule1
SubGroup1 Rule2
SubGroup1 Rule3

Level User1

User1 Black List

User1 Black List

User1 Rule1
User1 Rule2
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Clustering
The product has built-in support for clustering. A cluster consists of nodes with
UserGate Web Filter installed. Each node is a full-fledged service for filtering DNS
and and HTTP requests.

Each node replicates its settings and local cache on all other nodes in the cluster.
Raw data about the requests made by users is stored locally on each node and is not
replicated to other notes. Periodically, each node sends data to the statistics server,
which uses the data to generate reports.
The clustering scheme shown can combine nodes at one or more data centers,
which allows for a high degree of fault tolerance and centralized management of all
nodes.
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Installing UserGate Web Filter
System requirements
UserGate Web Filter works on Ubuntu Server 12.04 amd64.
The minimum hardware requirements depend on the number of end users.
Minimum requirements
<100 users

Intel® Atom™ D2500 1.86GHz, 2Gb RAM, HDD
500Gb

100–500 users

Intel® Pentium Dual-Core G620 2.60GHz, 4Gb RAM,
HDD 500 Gb

500–1000 users

Intel® Core i5 - Core i7 3550 3.30GHz, 8Gb, HDD 1Tb

>1000 users

Consult with developer

Important: Computers on which UserGate Web Filter is installed must have HTTP
and HTTPS access to the Internet.

Installation process
The UserGate Web Filter service requires access to the following ports:
4040 TCP – built-in web server (XML-RPC server)
1344 TCP – ICAP server
10053 UDP – DNS resolver
53 UDP – DNS resolver
53 TCP – DNS resolver
8080 – HTTP proxy
8081 – HTTPS proxy
3128 – HTTP proxy (transparent mode)
3129 – HTTPS proxy (transparent mode)
4004 – HTTP block page redirect
4005 – HTTPS block page redirect
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Before installing UserGate Web Filter, make sure that these ports are not used by
other services.
To install UserGate Web Filter run the following commands from linux console:
echo 'deb http://dc.entensys.com/ubuntu precise extra' | sudo tee -a /etc/apt/sources.list
wget http://dc.entensys.com/ubuntu/entensys.gpg -O - | sudo apt-key add sudo apt-get update
sudo apt-get install webfilter3-appliance

After this, the UserGate Web Filter service is installed tougether with Squid proxy
server and all required modules. UserGate Web Filteris installed in the folder
/opt/entensys.
Configuration and administration of UserGate Web Filter are performed through the
web console, which is available at the URL http://localhost:4040/admin/.
To begin using UserGate Web Filter please continue to chapter UserGate Web Filter
Appliance and Virtual Appliance in this manual.

Updating the software
Entensys continuously strives to improve its software. New versions of UserGate
Web Filter are announced through notifications in the web console, in the License
section. To upgrade product open the Linux console and type the following
commands:
sudo apt-get update
sudo apt-get upgrade webfilter3-appliance

Important: For successfully upgrading the software, your computer must have
Internet access.

Removing WebPurifier Internet Filter
To completely uninstall WebPurifier Internet Filter, type the following commands:
sudo apt-get remove --purge webfilter3-appliance
sudo apt-get remove --purge webfilter3
sudo apt-get remove --purge entensys-otp
sudo apt-get remove --purge entensys-webstat

Installing a UserGate Web Filter cluster
UserGate Web Filter supports creating a distributed filtering system that consists of
several servers (nodes). Placing UserGate Web Filter on a cluster has the following
advantages:
 Identical settings on all nodes
 Distributed DNS cache
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 Load balancing through third-party software (iptables, haproxy, etc.)
To install a cluster:
 Install UserGate Web Filter on the first server.
 Open the administration web console, remove node on the License page and
reload page.
 Set the network password and administrator's password.
 Install UserGate Web Filter on the second (third, etc.) server.
 Open the administration web console on the second (third, etc.) server and
remove node on the License page.
 Select Slave and enter the network password and address of the master
server.
The master server address is indicated in the format Web Filter@hostname, where
hostname is the name of the master server. The nodes in the UserGate Web Filter
cluster are shown on the License page in the administration console. To register the
product for the cluster, you only need to register the product on a single node.

The choice of master or slave status determines how the settings database is
created. If "master" is chosen, an empty settings database is created. If "slave" is
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chosen, the settings database is copied from the master node. Once the status is set,
all nodes in the UserGate Web Filter have the same (equal) status.
Important: Nodes in a UserGate Web Filter cluster communicate over the RPC
protocol. The following ports are used:
TCP 4369 – Port Mapper daemon
TCP 9000-9100 – ports for replicating configuration databases, which generally
means that dynamic ports are used. All computers in the cluster must see each
others by the names. To verify this, make sure that /etc/hosts is identical on all nodes
in the cluster.

Licensing of UserGate Web Filter
A trial or full license is required to use UserGate Web Filter. Activation is performed
through the administration console using a special PIN code, for which an Internet
connection is required. The license restricts the number of computers that can be
running simultaneously.
The License page in the console displays licensing information about the product
and its current status. The page also contains the following links:
 Registration – for registering a new license
 Support – a link to the support portal, where you can submit technical support
requests and get additional information about the product (sample
configurations, frequently asked questions, and technical information)
 Help – a link to the online guide to the program
 Forum – a link to the Forum section of the developer's website
The New version available link appears when a new version of the product appears
on the developer's website. Click the link to go to the page for downloading the
necessary updates.

Installing an HTTP filtering client for use with UserGate Web Filter
UserGate Web Filter is ICAP server and to filter HTTP traffic it requires ICAP client.
One of the most known ICAP client is Squid proxy server, which is installed tougether
with UserGate Web Filter during installation process. If you plan to have Squid proxy
server on separate computer install it with the following procedure:
sudo apt-get update
sudo apt-get install squid3
To enable interoperability with the ICAP server built into UserGate Web Filter, add
the following text to the settings file /etc/squid3/squid.conf:
icap_enable on
icap_preview_enable on
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icap_preview_size 4096
icap_send_client_ip on
icap_service service_req reqmod_precache bypass=0 icap://10.0.3.10:1344/request
adaptation_access service_req allow all
icap_service service_resp respmod_precache bypass=0 icap://10.0.3.10:1344/response
adaptation_access service_resp allow all
http_port 8080 transparent

10.0.3.10 is the address of the UserGate Web Filter server. After changing the Squid
settings, restart the service:
sudo service squid3 restart

Important: The UserGate Web Filter service does not support icap_preview_enable
off mode.
Important: Additional configuration of Squid is required for HTTP user authorization.

Configuring the Squid proxy server for username/password user
authorization
The Squid proxy server can authenticate users by username and password.
UserGate Web Filter can act as a Radius server to which Squid will connect to
perform authorization. In addition, you can specify a subnet or computer that will be
authorized by IP, while all other users must log in with a username and password.
To enable username/password user authorization:
1. When creating users, specify a username and password. For users
authenticated by IP, it is sufficient to specify their IP addresses.
2. On the UserGate Web Filter Configuration page, specify a Radius passphrase.
This phrase will be used to check the Radius client (Squid) when an attempt is
made to connect to the Radius server.
3. Install the package squid_radius_auth to the computer on which Squid is
installed.
To
do
so,
perform
the
following
commands:
apt-get update
apt-get --yes install make gcc
wget http://www.squidcache.org/contrib/squid_radius_auth/squid_radius_auth-1.10.tar.gz
tar xvzf squid_radius_auth-1.10.tar.gz
cd squid_radius_auth-1.10
make clean
make install
cp squid_radius_auth /usr/local/squid/libexec/squid_radius_auth
4. Create the file /etc/squid3/squid_rad_auth.conf and place the following
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settings in it:
server UGWF-IP-address
secret UGWF-secret
where UGWF-IP-address is the IP address of the UserGate Web Filter server
and UGWF-secret is the Radius passphrase indicated in step 2.
5. Add the following settings to the corresponding sections of auth_param basic
program /usr/local/squid/libexec/squid_radius_auth -f
/etc/squid3/squid_rad_auth.conf
auth_param basic children 5
auth_param basic realm WEBFILTER
auth_param basic credentialsttl 2 hours
auth_param basic casesensitive off
acl radius-auth proxy_auth REQUIRED
# access control lists
# login/pass for all except 40net and localhost
acl 40net src 192.168.40.0/24
http_access allow !40net !localhost radius-auth
http_access allow localhost
http_access allow 40net
http_access deny all
icap_send_client_username on
icap_client_username_header X-Authenticated-User
6. Quit and start Squid again, by performing the following command: sudo
service squid3 restart.
Important: With these configuration settings, authentication will be performed by
username/password for all users except those on the network 192.168.40.0/24.
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Settings
General settings
Timezone makes sure that statistics, the event log, and login history are shown
correctly (in the proper timezone).
Radius passphrase – changes the password for linking UserGate Web Filter to the
Radius client.

Configuring DNS filtering
IPv4 address for blocked queries – IP address that the system will supply in response
to blocked DNS queries. Set it to the LAN IP address.
IPv6 address for blocked queries – same as above, only for IPv6 addresses.
Allow recursive DNS queries – this option allows forbidding recursive name search.
Use DNS cache – allows disabling cache use for DNS queries.
Response to DNS queries from unauthorized users – if "Return REFUSED" is set, all
queries from an unknown user (a user not in the list on the User page) will be refused
and the user's browser page will display the error "unable to detect the node
address".
Maximum response TTL from DNS server – maximum lifetime of a DNS entry when
replying to a user. Higher values reduce the workload on the DNS filtration server but
the stored DNS entries can become out of date.
DNS query actions if cloud-based filter is unavailable – specifies UserGate Web Filter
behavior when cloud-based site category filtering (Entensys URL Filter 2.0) is
unavailable. If "Return REFUSED" is set, queries will be refused and the user's
browser page will display the error that the name cannot be found. If "Return
SERVFAIL" is set, the reply states that the query cannot be processed.
DNS server list. In the DNS server list settings, you can specify one or more DNS
servers that UserGate Web Filter will use to resolve DNS queries. If forwarding
servers are not specified, the server will use root DNS servers.

Configuring HTTP filtering
URL for blocked http requests – a special page that shows information about the
morphology category that was triggered, resulting in blocking of the HTTP page. By
default, the block page shows information about the categories of the blocked site,
morphology categories, and reason for blocking.
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Contextual advertising filter settings. The filter is based on characteristic traits of
online advertising: banner size, banner code, and special properties that allow
recognizing banner ads. This method is a simple and effective way of blocking almost
all advertising on all Internet pages, protecting you from pop-up windows as well.
Use the next ICAP server. UserGate Web Filter can function as part of a chain of
ICAP servers. If you need to send a processed query further down the chain, enable
this setting and configure the next ICAP server (REQMODE) and next ICAP server
(RESPMODE) settings.
Add an ICAP client. UserGate Web Filter can service multiple ICAP clients. Here you
should specify the IP addresses of all ICAP clients that will be serviced by the ICAP
server. If nothing is specified, the ICAP client on the local computer is serviced
(address 127.0.0.1).

Statistics server
Collect statistics – Turn collection of statistics on or off.
Status – The current status of the cache of the statistics database and number of
results sent to the statistics server. Display of errors and success messages can be
configured in various ways.
Password – a unique hash code sent by email for authorization and identification on
the statistics server
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Login history
This section shows the login history for each individual node (computer) or computer
cluster.
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Event log
This page shows the history of changes to UserGate Web Filter settings and actions
performed by the system administrator.
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Counters
This page provides visualization of overall information on the main numeric statistics
for UserGate Web Filter. For example, you can see the total number of DNS
resolution requests, how many of them were blocked, and how many of them were
for unknown domains. The second chart shows DNS cache efficiency. The last two
charts show how many times the other filtering methods (Morphology, Ad block,
White Lists and Black Lists, and Safe Search) have performed blocking during
requests to a server (HTTP Request Modification) and during responses from a
server (HTTP Response Modification).
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White list requests
This page shows requests from users to add forbidden resources to the white list.
You can approve or deny requests to add a URL to the white list.
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Check URL
On this page you can check the website category to which a URL belongs. If you
think that the current category is in error, you can request that the category be
updated. You can also verify which morphology database is responsible for blocking
of a particular URL (if morphological filtering is used).

Users and groups
To use the UserGate Web Filter service, you must create user groups. By default,
requests from unauthorized users are not processed. The following types of user
authorization are supported:
 by IP address;
 by IP address range;
 via dynamic IP address;
 by username and password via the Radius server built into the product.
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Authorization through a dynamic IP address requires use of special agent software
installed on the user's computer.
Authorizing by username and password requires special ICAP client (Squid proxy
server) configuration. First enable authorization in Squid and specify the settings for
the Radius server as which UserGate Web Filter will act.
The user properties also allow specifying a username and password for access to the
web console, as well as the user's access level. Two levels of access are available:
 User;
 Administrator.
The access level determines whether a user can create other users and groups.
The User level allows users to create filtering rules for themselves. The Administrator
level allows users to create users and groups as well as apply filtering rules to other
users in their groups.

If you want to use IP address-based authorization, specify the IP address of the user
computer and ICAP server. The combination of ICAP server IP address and user IP
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address should be unique. For example, if you have two Squid proxy servers (ICAP
clients) with the addresses 1.2.3.4 and 1.2.10.10, you can create the following users:
 user1, IP 192.168.1.5 and ICAP server 1.2.3.4
 user2, IP 192.168.1.5 and ICAP server 1.2.10.10
But you cannot create the users
 user1, IP 192.168.1.5 and ICAP server 1.2.3.4
 user2, IP 192.168.1.5 and ICAP server 1.2.3.4,
because the ICAP server IP/user IP combination is not unique.

There are two ways of creating users:
 Manually, by clicking the Add button.
 Importing from Active Directory (the Import from AD button). Importing allows
you to create the necessary number of users who already have Active
Directory accounts, but you will have to add such other parameters as user IP
addresses yourself.
Besides DNS filtering and HTTP filtering files, the personal settings allow selecting
the language of the administration console as well as editing safe search and context
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ad filter settings (in the Additional tab in the user properties window)..

Morphology
Morphological analysis recognizes specific words and phrases on a website. If a
sufficient number of words or phrases is found on the website, access to the website
is blocked.
Morphological analysis is performed both when the user makes a request and when
receiving a response from the web server, before it is passed to the user. After
receiving a response from a web server, the ICAP client passes it to the UserGate
Web Filter server. UserGate Web Filter looks at the text on the page, assigning the
text a total "weight" based on the individual "weights" of the words in the morphology
categories. If the weight of the page is more than the weight of the morphology
category, UserGate Web Filter returns a link that access is blocked. Analysis at the
request stage allows blocking access in the request string itself.
To filter pages by content:
 Create one or more morphology categories
 Indicate a list of forbidden words with weights for each category
www.entensys.com
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 Indicate the weight of each category
 Create an HTTP filtering rule that contains one or more morphology categories
 Apply the rule to a user or group
All word forms (lemmas) of forbidden words are counted when calculating the weight
of a page. Word forms are analyzed using the English, German, and Russian
dictionaries built into UserGate Web Filter.
The Libraries>Morphology page allows managing morphology dictionaries. By
clicking the Add button, you can access a dialog box for adding a new category for
morphological analysis, in which you can enter words for that category.
Important: When adding a word to the morphology dictionary, you can use an
exclamation mark (!) before a word to modify it, for example: "!bassterd". Derivative
word forms will not be processed by the software, which can greatly lower the
chances of false positives (blocking a non-objectionable site).
Important: You can indicate individual words as well as phrases in a category's word
list.
You have the option of subscribing to dictionaries provided by Entensys, which
include word packs for Suicide, Terrorism, Pornography, Bad words, and Drugs.
These dictionaries can be used to set HTTP filtering rules and cannot be edited.
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Administrators can create their own dictionaries and centrally distribute them to all
computers on which UserGate Web Filter is installed. To create such a morphological
database:
 Create a file list.txt with a list of words, in the following format:
!word1 !word2
!word3
word4 50
...
lastword
The weight of the dictionary in this case is 100; you can indicate the weight for
a word/phrase, which by default is 100.
 Place this file in a ZIP archive named list.zip.
 Create a file version.txt and, inside it, indicate the version number of the
database (for example, 3). You must increment this value every time the
morphological database is updated.
 Place the ZIP file and version file on your website to make them available for
download.
 Create a morphological database on each UserGate Web Filter. When
creating it, specify an address for obtaining updates. UserGate Web Filter will
check your site for new versions twice a day and update automatically.
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Regular expressions
Filtering based on regular expressions allows blocking access to URLs both during
the request stage and during the stage of analysis of the web server response. To
enable filtering based on regular expressions:
 create one or more regular expressions;
 create an HTTP filtering rule and select regular expressions as the conditions;
 apply the filtering rule to a user or group.
To create a regular expression, click the Add button and fill in the Name and Pattern
fields.
To learn about creating regular expressions, consult the linked article on the IBM
website.

Content types
Content filtering can block downloads of files of a specific type, such as all *.doc files.
To filter by content type:
 create a content type list;
 add the necessary content type to the list, in MIME format. Different MIME
types are described online, such as here:
http://www.webmaster-toolkit.com/mime-types.shtml.
To block *.doc files, add the MIME type "application/msword".

 Apply the list to a group or users.

Exceptions
This page allows setting black lists and white lists.
Sites in black lists will always be blocked.
Sites in white lists will always be allowed.
If the same online resource is in both the white list and the black list, priority will be
given to the black list and the resource will be blocked.
Black lists and white lists can be created for all users or for selected users and/or
groups. Select the necessary users or groups in the drop-down lists.
The special characters “*” and “?” can be used in lists as wildcards:
* – any number of characters of any kind;
? – any one character;
The list format is as follows:
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DNS request
handling

HTTP request handling

yahoo.com

all domain blocked,
third-level domains
not blocked

all domain and URLs of the
domain are blocked, third-level
domains not blocked

yahoo.com*

all domain blocked,
third-level domains
not blocked

all domain and URLs of the
domain are blocked, third-level
domains not blocked

*.yahoo.com*

all domain blocked,
third-level, fourthlevel, and higher-level
domains blocked

Sample list entry

yahoo.com/12345/qwer

Nothing is blocked.

http://whatever.yahoo.com/whatev
er/ is blocked
only
yahoo.com/12345/qwer
is blocked

yahoo.com/12345/*

Nothing is blocked.

yahoo.com/12345/whatever/

Important: For faster handling of black lists and white lists, we recommend that you
avoid using the * and ? wildcards in the lists. Instead, try to explicitly define the
domains and URLs that you want to block, for example:
yahoo.com, www.yahoo.com, yahoo.com/qwer/123, www.yahoo.com/qwer/123
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Entensys offers regularly updated lists of its own:
 Entensys white list, containing URLs of trusted sites and portals
These lists are supported by Entensys and are updated automatically.
Administrators can create their own lists and centrally distribute them to all computer
on which UserGate Web Filter is installed. To create such lists:
 create a file named list.txt with a list of URLs, in the following format:
www.site1.com/url1
www.site2.com/url2
…
www.siteend.com/urlN
 Place this file in a ZIP archive with the name list.zip.
 Create a file named version.txt, and inside it specify the version number of the
list (for example, 3). You must increment the value each time the list content is
updated.
 Place the ZIP file and file version.txt on your site to make them available for
download, for example, at the following addresses:
http://companyweb.com/filtering/list1/list.zip
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http://companyweb.com/filtering/list1/version.txt
 On each UserGate Web Filter, create an updatable list and specify the update
source URL. UserGate Web Filter will check your site for new versions twice
daily and update the list if necessary.

Custom redirect defines a custom blocking page for this rule. If this field is empty
then will be used blocking page set at General Settings section. Blocking page can
be set as:
 IP-address, IP:port, for example, 123.123.123.123:1234
 Domain, domain:port, for example, mydomain.com:1234
 url, for example, http://mydomain.com:1234/block.php
If user is blocked by DNS filtering, then it will be redirected to IP address of blocking
page, if blocking page set as URL, then IP address is resolved from the URL. If user
is blocked by HTTP or HTTPS filtering, then it will be redirected to URL set in this
field.
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Filtering Rules
This page allows creating rules for DNS and HTTP filtering. UserGate Web Filter
allows filtering DNS requests based on black lists and white lists, host categories,
and time of day. HTTP filtering analyzes both a site's DNS name and its content.

To create a filter, click the Add button and complete the necessary fields.
Logic type determines how the conditions in each tab relate to each other. If AND
logic is chosen, then the rule will be triggered only if all the conditions in each tab are
met. If OR logic is chosen, the rule will be triggered if any of the conditions are met.
For example, if the Search Engines & Portals category is chosen for blocking and
Thursday is chosen for the blocking time: under AND logic, search requests will be
blocked only on Thursday; under OR logic, all search requests as well as all requests
made on a Thursday will be blocked.
Custom redirect defines a custom blocking page for this rule. If this field is empty
then will be used blocking page set at General Settings section. Blocking page can
be set as:
 IP-address, IP:port, for example, 123.123.123.123:1234
 Domain, domain:port, for example, mydomain.com:1234
 url, for example, http://mydomain.com:1234/block.php
If user is blocked by DNS filtering, then it will be redirected to IP address of blocking
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page, if blocking page set as URL, then IP address is resolved from the URL. If user
is blocked by HTTP or HTTPS filtering, then it will be redirected to URL set in this
field.

URL categories. This tab allows selecting Entensys URL Filtering 2.0 site categories
for blocking, as well as adding exceptions to them.
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Morphology categories. In this tab, you can select morphology categories that will be
used to analyze site content, as well as add exceptions to site categories that should
not be analyzed.
Important: For fewer false positives, we recommend that you exclude the following
categories from morphology scanning:
 Web-based Email
 Information Security
 News
 Government
 Business
 Politics
 Finance
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Regular expressions. On this tab you can specify regular expressions, which will be
used for analysis of site content.

Important: After creating a filtering rule, do not forget to assign it to a user or group
in the corresponding settings section.
Important: If you have created multiple filtering rules, the rules will be applied in the
order that is shown in the console, top to bottom.
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Safe search
Safe search refers to filtering performed by a search engine to not process search
queries for forbidden content. Safe search support is available for Google, Yandex,
Yahoo, Bing, Rambler, and YouTube. You can use this to block objectionable content
using the features offered by search portals, which achieves excellent results, for
example, when filtering queries for pictures or video.
To activate safe search, enable it for each relevant user, in the Users section of the
Additional tab.

Virus scanning
The product allows scanning all Internet traffic for viruses. Product uses Avira
Antivirus engine for scanning. To activate virus scanning additional license is
required.
Virus scanning is activated for a particular user or group.
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Statistics
This section allows showing statistics on Internet use by user, domain, site category,
triggered rules, and block reasons. Users can select a date range and create a
report. Reports can also be exported as tables or printed.
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UserGate Web Filter Appliance and Virtual Appliance
Overview
The core of the product is UserGate Web Filter, which filters HTTP requests and
DNS requests. A Squid proxy server and iptables firewall are used as secondary
components.

1. iptables serves as a transparent proxy for HTTP traffic from the local network
to a Squid proxy server.
2. Squid (acting as the ICAP client for UserGate Web Filter) sends all content for
filtering by UserGate Web Filter.
3. UserGate Web Filter filters content according to the filtering rules that have
been configured.
4. In addition, iptables sends all DNS requests to UserGate Web Filter for filtering
with the help of Entensys URL Filtering 2.
Use of the UserGate Web Filter Appliance opens up a number of additional
possibilities for administration of local networks. For example, an administrator can
configure a DHCP server to control IP address assignment to computers on the local
network. Possible settings of UserGate Web Filter Appliance are given, together with
their description.
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Quick start
UserGate Web Filter Appliance units are pre-configured, so you need to perform only
a few steps to get started:
1. Connect the LAN interface of the UserGate Filter Appliance to the computer
network and connect the WAN interface to the Internet.

2. Make sure that your computer has an IP address which belongs to the
following network 192.168.1.0/24. If this is not the case, give your computer an
address in the range of 192.168.1.1 to 192.168.1.253, for example:
192.168.1.252 with mask 255.255.255.0.
3. Connect to the web console for UserGate Web Filter Appliance at the following
address: http://192.168.1.254:4040/admin/. Default settings:
server address - http://192.168.1.254:4040/admin/;
username – "Admin" (with a capital A);
password – "admin" (with a lowercase a).
You can change the password later.
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4. Register the product by entering the PIN code and serial number of the
appliance on the License page. You can find the serial number on the outer
case of the appliance.
For virtual appliance use PIN code as serial number.
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5. Activate users on the Users tab.
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6. Specify IP addresses for LAN and WAN what are correct for your network.

Important: If you change the IP address of the local network, you will need to
reconnect to the web console at the new address: http://new-IPaddress/admin/.
Important: If you have Appliance or Virtual Appliance with only one network
interface and you want to change IP address to a different subnet, you must
have IP addresses of both subnets assigned to your computer.
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7. Edit the redirect URL for blocked HTTP requests on the General settings
page. Specify a new LAN address instead of 127.0.0.1: http://NEW-LANIP:4040/admin/block.php
8. Set the IPv4-address for blocked DNS requests on the General settings page
to appliance’s LAN IP address.

9. Change password for user Admin. Do not use simple passwords.
10. Change users’ computer settings to enable filtering with one of the following
methods:
 Change Default Gateway on users’ computers, so all traffic flows through
UserGate WebFilter appliance.
 Configure proxy settings in user’s browsers for HTTP proxy – appliance IP
address, port 8080; for HTTPS proxy - appliance IP address, port 8081.
Your UserGate Web Filter Appliance is now ready. For more detailed configuration,
consult the user guide.
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Interface settings
WAN interface settings
The WAN interface is the network interface that is connected to the Internet.
Two types of connection are offered: DHCP and Static IP.
For a static IP connection, you must specify the following settings: interface IP
address, subnet mask, default gateway IP address, and DNS server IP address.
For a DHCP connection, all settings are obtained from the provider automatically.

LAN interface settings
The LAN interface is the network interface that is connected to the local network.
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To configure the LAN interface, specify the IP address of the interface and local
subnet mask.

DHCP settings
DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol) automates the process of issuing
network settings to clients on a local network. On a network with a DHCP server,
each network device can be dynamically assigned an IP address, gateway address,
DNS and WINS servers, and so on.
For a DHCP server, you need to specify only the following: IP range start and IP
range end (address pool) between which the server will issue addresses to clients on
the local network, Default gateway, DNS server, Domain name, and Lease time, the
time for which IP addresses will be issued.
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HTTPS Filtering
Some websites offer content via the HTTP and HTTPS protocols. UserGate Web
Filter Appliance allows filtering of HTTPS. In this case it uses the well known man-in
the-middle (MITM) technology, when the content:
1.

is decrypted on the server;

2.

is analyzed with the HTTP filtration rules;

3.

is then encrypted with the server UserGate Web Filter certificate;

4.

is transmitted back to the client.

Since the content is fully decrypted, we do not recommend using HTTPS filtration for
the whole HTTPS traffic. It’s best to filter only those sites that are likely to contain
unwanted content: social networks, forums and personal blogs, for example.
It’s important to remember that the false certificate will be identified by prompting a
special warning in a browser. Upon which the user will decide whether he wants to
proceed or avoid visiting the site.

In order to switch off this warning, the administrator can add the Local Authority Root
certificate to the list of trusted certificates on all users’ computers. Refer to Appendix
1 of this guide for more details.
To configure HTTPS filtration please follow these steps:
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1.

Turn the HTTPS filtration on.

2.

Generate the Local Authority Root certificate that will be used to generate
the certificates for content encryption.

3.

If necessary, download the Local Authority Root certificate and add it to the
list of reliable certificates of the users’ browsers.

4.

Select the filtration mode:



White list mode. Filter all sites except those mentioned in the list;
Black list mode. Filter the sites from the list only.

5. Add sites to the list. You should include all the possible domain names with
the * and ? symbols, for example:

*facebook.??

*facebook.???

*livejournal.??

*livejournal.???

*vkontakte.ru
The ‘*’ symbols indicates any number of random symbols. The ‘?’ symbol
indicates one random symbol. To filter all sites select Black list mode and
add ‘*’ to the list.

Important! UserGate Web Filter uses the domain name retrieved from the reverse
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DNS request to match it with the ones from the list. For example, this is how you
should add vk.com to the filtration list:
1. IP address identification.
nslookup vk.com. 8.8.8.8
Server: google-public-dns-a.google.com
Address: 8.8.8.8
Non-authoritative answer:
Name: vk.com
Addresses: 87.240.131.99
87.240.131.119
2. Domain name identification:
nslookup 87.240.131.99 8.8.8.8
Server: google-public-dns-a.google.com
Address: 8.8.8.8
Name: srv99-131.vkontakte.ru
Address: 87.240.131.99
Thus, in order to add vk.com to the list you should specify srv99-131.vkontakte.ru, or
*vkontakte.ru for better precision.

Updating the software
The developer is constantly working to make the software better. You will receive
notifications about new versions in the License section of the product's web console.
To install a new version:
 Connect a monitor and keyboard to the UserGate Web Filter Appliance.
 Turn on the appliance and wait for the system to load.
 Log in to the appliance using the "webfilter" and the password of user Admin in
web console:

 Perform the following commands:
sudo apt-get update
sudo apt-get upgrade webfilter3-appliance
 When installation finishes, restart the appliance.
Important: The appliance must be connected to the Internet for updates to be
successful.
Important: Updating directly from version 3.0 to 3.x is not supported. You must
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uninstall version 3.0, install 3.x, and then configure all filtering settings from the start.

Restoring default settings
Sometimes (such as when the password has been lost for the Admin user) it may be
necessary to revert to factory settings. Remember that this will eliminate any settings
that you have changed or added and that you will need to re-configure the system
"from scratch". To restore default settings:
 Connect a monitor and keyboard to the UserGate Web Filter Appliance.
 Turn on the appliance. During startup, select Factory Defaults.
 The appliance will now have its settings reverted to the factory settings and
restart.
After restart, you must perform full configuration of the product.

Changing the linux console password
You can connect to the linux console in two ways: by connecting a keyboard and
monitor to the UserGate Web Filter Appliance directly, or by connecting remotely
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through an SSH client. Console access allows completely controlling the computer on
which UserGate Web Filter Appliance is installed. We highly recommend that you
change the console password.
Please use the following linux-user in order to connect to the console: webfilter. The
user password is synchronized with the password to the web-console, which is
Admin. Thus, in order to change the password you should change the Admin
password in the Settings section of the web-console.
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Technical support
The technical support area at http://entensys.com/support offers additional
information on configuring UserGate Web Filter. You can also submit support tickets
for issue resolution.
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Appendix 1. Setting up a Local Certificate Authority Root
Certificate
Setting up the certificate for the Internet Explorer and Chrome
browser in MS Windows
Open the folder into which you downloaded the certificate and double click on it
(user.der):
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Certificate Information window will open. Click on the Install Certificate Button:
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Certificate Import Wizard will launch. Complete
recommendations of the Certificate Import Wizard:

the

import

following

all
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Select Place certificate in the following store and click Browse:

Select Trusted Root Certification Authorities and click OK:
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Then click Next and then Finish:
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When security warning appears click Yes:

Certificate setup is complete.
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Setting up the certificate for Safari and Chrome browser in Mac OSX
Go to the folder into which you downloaded the certificate and double click on it:

Keychain program will start. Select Always Trust this certificate:
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Enter your password to confirm:

The certificate is now set up.
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Setting up the certificate in Firefox browser
Setting up the certificate in Firefox browser is similar for all operating systems. Let’s
review the setup using MS Windows.
Open Firefox Settings (ToolsOptions):
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Go to Advanced and select the Certificate tab. Click on the View Certificates
button:
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Click the Import button and specify the path to the downloaded certificate (user.der
file):
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Checkmark Trust this CA to identify websites and click OK:

Certificate setup is complete.
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